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build customizable, interactive environments, replete with camera-equipped devices such as drones and ar
technology. netchorus encourages users to build realistic environments in 3d and publish their creations on the

world wide web. netchorus offers a number of easy-to-use widgets and can be downloaded for free from their site.
the widgets include a portable music player, news aggregator, document viewer and a portable web browser. you
can even interact with users on facebook and twitter! the social connection plug-in offers a facebook, twitter, and
google+ account connection. when logged in to your netchorus account, you can view updates from these social

networks. you can easily interact by following a message, getting new messages or conversations. the software also
integrates with your windows mobile, apple and blackberry devices. visit netchorus online at

http://www.netchorus.com “the autodesk scaleform team was thrilled to submit netchorus to google,” said chris
maki, senior director, scaleform for unity. “netchorus is a great addition to the list of autodesk-supplied tools and an
interesting example of innovation in the tools, platforms and processes over which autodesk operates. the example
of netchorus shows the power of unity for non-games and the powerful tools that can come from leveraging unity

with non-game content.” “autodesk gave me the opportunity to get out of the studio and show them the great
potential of using unity as a platform for developing large, interactive, user interfaces. netchorus is a testament to
what can be achieved when you bring unity's advanced technology together with autodesk's vast suite of games

development tools,” said olivier pierre, founder and ceo of netchorus.
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“netchorus is a perfect example of a unity application that leverages technology from autodesk's scaleform
product,” said dino mark iii, a member of the scaleform team. “it's a very powerful development platform that offers

all the possibilities you need to develop online apps for browsers, operating systems and embedded devices. the
potential for netchorus is huge.” but another epidemic of fear and death is driving audiences to flinch. many of us

associate aids with the popularisation of the lie that people could be wiped out without affecting the rest of the
population. and that because people are mostly heteronormative, straight, men, there is no need to worry about
how to make everyone aids-free. it is just men, in particular, who bear the brunt of the aids peril in countries with
low hiv prevalence. that virus was written into the diagnosis of aids in 1987. the pressure to normalise everything
has increased since then, leading to a greater epidemic of violence. the film centres around the murder of mitchell

(tom burke), a gay man found dead in the woods. the murderer believes its only straight men who could have
plotted to kill a man having sex with another man. as with all the other big epidemics, the stigma around aids has
been a bad thing. it leads to "promiscuity" - the assumption that if you are gay or you have sex with someone and
they do not have hiv or you have sex with someone and you both do not have hiv, then you are either stupid and

"must be safer" than the person next to you, or you are deliberately spreading the virus. this means people who are
gay are treated worse than they would be treated if the people involved were straight, says davies. perhaps most

significantly, it leads to gay men thinking they must have hiv to be at all at risk from them. dead letter code - which
won all kind of prizes at the sundance film festival this year - flips this on its head, exploring the experiences of a
group of gay men at the height of the crisis. it depicts the panic of not knowing whether the man who approached

you in a bar was hiv positive. were i not gay, i would have had no right to presume this man was at risk. 5ec8ef588b
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